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Abstract Elastomeric foams are widely used in different types of applica-
tions where different material properties are of interest in each application.
All of these properties are governed by the microstructure and the prop-
erties of the material matrix. Studying the evolution of the microstructure
experimentally is extremely challenging. Thus here, we use direct numeri-
cal simulations to gain an insight into the changes that happen from the
creation of the gas bubbles in the liquid state, until the solidification into a
cellular morphology. Furthermore, the resulting microstructure is then used
directly in simulations of solid mechanical testing to determine the mechan-
ical properties of the foam. The matrix fluid is assumed to be Newtonian
and incompressible. A linear elastic isotropic material model for the solid-
ified polymer was used to obtain the solid foam properties. The foam was
described by a representative volume element (RVE), where a small num-
ber of bubbles was randomly distributed. Using this approach, the RVE can
describe the bulk behaviour of the foam, while remaining computationally
tractable. Microstructures with volumes fraction of over 90% (2D) and 45%
(3D) are accurately captured. In addition, the influence that the bubble
growth rate and the initial bubble distribution of the fluid simulations have
on the solid foam properties was studied.

1 Introduction

There are several studies in the literature regarding the solid mechanics of
foams. When open cell foams are considered, the microstructure of these

Send offprint requests to:
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foams can be modeled as clusters of Kelvin cells, where one Kelvin cell con-
sists of beam and spring elements [1–4]. Using compression and shear sim-
ulations the mechanical properties and the energy absorption are obtained.
However, these simulations are only accurate for foams in a small range
of high-volume fractions [3]. Furthermore, during processing, microstruc-
tures deform and do not agree with Kelvin cells. Closed-cell foams are used
more for engineering applications, since they are stronger and can absorb
more energy. It is therefore interesting to investigate the solid mechanics of
closed-cell foam. The mechanical properties of foams are usually assumed to
only dependent on the solid properties and the relative density of the foam
[5–7]. However, processing conditions, i.e. flow, can have a significant influ-
ence on the microstructures being formed, and therefore on the macroscopic
properties of the foam.

Existing research on foams mostly focuses on either the solid mechan-
ical properties of an existing foam or on the foaming process [8–15]. The
objective of this article is to connect the foaming process with the solid me-
chanical properties. The solid mechanical properties are determined using
the microstructures generated in the foaming process. As a result, in the de-
formation simulations standard solid elements are applied, which describe
the microstructures of the foams in more detail, compared to beam and
spring elements. Furthermore, using this approach, closed-cell foams with
realistic microstructures spanning a large volume fraction range of bubbles
in the bulk can be generated. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time where solid mechanical properties are determined on microstructures
generated by modeling the foaming process using direct numerical simula-
tions.

In order to perform this analysis, first in Section 2, the models for the
bubble growth during foaming and the solid mechanics will be described. In
Section 3, results will be presented of the obtained microstructures both in
2D and 3D. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of this structures will
be obtained using compression and shear simulations. Finally, in Section 4
we close with conclusions.

2 Problem definition

For the purpose of this work, a number of bubbles in a Newtonian liquid
is randomly distributed in a periodic domain and an internal pressure is
applied, such that the bubbles start to grow. When a certain volume frac-
tion is reached, we assume that the material solidifies and the obtained
microstructure is used in solid mechanics simulations. In this section, both
of the problems for bubble growth and solid mechanics will be defined. The
finite element method is used to find an approximate solution. Initially, we
will derive a two-dimensional model which will be extended to three dimen-
sions.
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Fig. 1: Schematic representation of a square domain RVE Ω, including the
box boundaries, Γi, the points, Pi, with i = 1, ..., 4, the bubble boundaries,
Si, with i = 1, 2, ..., nb and length L.

2.1 Bubble growth model

The objective of the fluid simulation is to predict the growth of gas bubbles
in a closed-cell foam and end up with a realistic microstructure. Initially,
small circular bubbles are assumed to be present in a square Representative
Volume Element (RVE). In Fig. 1, an example of a square RVE with side
length L, containing randomly distributed monodisperse bubbles is shown.
The domain Ω is visible with outer box boundaries Γ = ∪4i=1Γi, bubble
interface boundaries S = ∪nb

i=1Si, where nb the number of bubbles, and
corner points Pi. For simplicity of the graphical representation the outer
box boundaries are straight. In the simulation, the bubbles will grow until
a certain volume fraction of bubbles in the bulk is reached. The volume
fraction plays a large role in describing the mechanical behavior of foams
[5].

2.1.1 Governing equations Since we are mainly focused on highly-viscous
polymeric liquids we assume inertial forces can be neglected. Furthermore,
the foaming fluid is assumed to be incompressible and Newtonian. As a
result, the momentum and the mass balance reduce to

−∇ · σ = 0 in Ω, (1)

∇ · u = 0 in Ω, (2)

where u is the velocity vector and σ denotes the Cauchy stress tensor. For
incompressible Newtonian fluids the stress tensor σ is written as:

σ = −pI + 2µD, (3)
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where p is the pressure, I is the identity tensor, µ is the viscosity of the
matrix fluid andD = (∇u+(∇u)T )/2 is the symmetric part of the velocity
gradient tensor.

2.1.2 Boundary and interface conditions The balance equations are closed
by imposing periodic boundary conditions for the velocity and by imposing
a hydrostatic pressure on the inside of the bubble interface, to make the
bubbles grow. The rate at which the domain grows cannot be estimated
a-priori, so the velocity of the outer boundaries are unknowns. We assume
that the outer boundaries are force-free, leading to

u|Γ2
= u|Γ4

+ Uex, (4)

u|Γ3
= u|Γ1

+ V ey. (5)

The unknown velocity components U, V are such, that the force free con-
straints ∫

Γ2,4

txdΓ = 0, (6)∫
Γ1,3

tydΓ = 0, (7)

are fulfilled. Herein, t = σ · m is the traction vector m the outwardly
directed unit-normal vector on the outer box boundaries Γ . The traction
acting on the liquid-gas interface boundaries, Si, has two contributions: the
hydrostatic pressure and the surface tension, and is expressed as follows

t|Si
= −pbn+ γκn, (8)

where γ is the surface tension, κ the curvature, and n is the outwardly
directed unit-normal vector on the bubble boundaries Si. To ensure growth
of the bubbles, the hydrostatic pressure, pb should be a fraction higher
than the estimated Laplace pressure generated by surface tension. The hy-
drostatic pressure is calculated at each time step and for each individual
bubble. This is done by calculating the area occupied by each bubble and
obtaining the radius of a circular bubble with equivalent area. In reality
this process is of course more complicated and the dynamics do not depend
only on the hydrostatic pressure. For that the diffusion of the gas into the
bubbles should be taken into account, a process that several authors have
studied in the literature [9,16,17]. In 2D the Laplace pressure can be esti-
mated by ∆pLa = γ/R, with R the mean radius of the bubble, where γ is
taken constant. The hydrostatic pressure is given by pb = αb∆pLa where αb

is defined as the growth parameter. The growth parameter influences the
geometry of the microstructure.
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2.1.3 Interface tracking The sharp interface between the bubbles and the
matrix fluid, Si, is described by a line. The interface is tracked by following
the motion of this line, the velocity of the interface ẋ must be such that:

ẋ · n = u · n on S. (9)

After manipulation of Eq. (9), the velocity of the interface is implemented
in normal direction [18,19]

ẋ+ (u− uc) ·∇sx = u on S, (10)

where uc is the velocity of the center of volume of the bubble, u the material
velocity at the interface and ∇s is the surface gradient operator.

2.1.4 Weak form The weak form is obtained by multiplying Eqs. (1), (2)
and (10) with test functions and after applying partial integration and
Gauss’ theorem, we obtain the following weak form: Find u, p,x such that:(

(∇v)T, 2µD
)
− (∇ · v, p) = 〈v, pbn〉S − 〈v, γκn〉S

for all v, (11)

(q,∇ · u) = 0

for all q, (12)

〈w, ẋ〉S + 〈w, (u− uc) ·∇sx〉S = 〈w,u〉S
for all w, (13)

where (a, b) is the standard L2 inner product on Ω and 〈a, b〉S on surface
S. The boundary conditions in Eqs. (4) and (5) are implemented using
Lagrangian multipliers.

2.1.5 Discretization The finite element method is used to find an approx-
imate solution. Taylor-Hood elements are employed, hence quadratic inter-
polation for the velocity and linear interpolation for the pressure is used.
The surface mesh on Si consists of quadratic line elements. A second-order
time discretization (BDF2) is used for the interface tracking with

ẋ =
3xn+1 − 4xn + xn−1

2∆t
, (14)

where ∆t is the time step. Solving a decoupled system of equations, the
time step is limited by the mesh capillary time which is ∆t = ∆xµ/γ,
where ∆x is the element size [20]. Eqs. (11)-(13) are solved in a coupled
approach to make the time step independent of the characteristic mesh size
time limit. The coupled equations form a non-linear system of equations
which is linearized using a Newton-like iterative scheme where

u = ui + δu, (15)

x = xi + δx, (16)
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for the velocity and position respectively. Subscript i indicates the current
iteration, δu is the difference in velocity after one iteration and δx is the
displacement of the nodes after one iteration. In the coupled equations, the
position x as an unknown only exists on the bubble interface, therefore the
iterative scheme is not fully Newton-Raphson. The surface tension term is
linearized and rewritten in terms of curvilinear coordinates, as follows:

〈v, γκn〉S = γ

〈
∂v

∂ξα
, gα

〉
S

−

γ

〈
∂v

∂ξα
· gβ , ∂v

∂ξα
· gβ

〉
S

+

γ

〈
∂v

∂ξα
· gα, ∂v

∂ξβ
· gβ

〉
S

(17)

where gα, gα the covariant and contravariant base vectors. The use of a
curvilinear coordinate system allows the coordinate lines to be curved. The
change in hydrostatic pressure, due to the volume changes, is accounted
for every iteration. Eq. (13) is rewritten in curvilinear coordinates and lin-
earized, as follows〈

w,
3x− 4xn + xn−1

2∆t

〉
S

+

〈
w,

3δx

2∆t

〉
S

+

〈
w,

3x− 4xn + xn−1

2∆t
gα · ∂δx

∂ξα

〉
S

+

〈
w, (u− uc) · gα

∂x

∂ξα

〉
S

− 〈w,u〉S

+

〈
w, δu · gα ∂x

∂ξα

〉
S

− 〈w, δu〉S

−
〈
w, (u− uc) · gα ·

∂δx

∂ξβ
gβ

∂x

∂ξα

〉
S

+

〈
w, (u− uc) · gα

∂δx

∂ξα

〉
S

+

〈
w, (u− uc) · gα

∂x

∂ξα
gβ · ∂δx

∂ξβ

〉
S

−
〈
w,ugα · ∂δx

∂ξα

〉
S

= 0. (18)

Eqs. (15)-(18) are substituted in Eqs. (11)-(13) to obtain the final weak form.
The system of equation can be solved by determining the unknowns δu, δx
and p. The converged solution is obtained when the maximum difference of
rx,i = |xi −xi−1|, ru,i = |ui −ui−1| and rp,i = |pi − pi−1| of two successive
iterations is less than rx,max < ε||b||2, ru,max < ε||b||2 and rp,max < ε||b||2,
where in this work ε = 10−7 is fixed and ||b||2 is the L2 norm of the right
hand side. A direct solver from the HSL library [21] is used to solve the
system of equations.
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2.1.6 Mesh movement At every iteration the nodes of the mesh are up-
dated by solving a Poisson problem with the solution δx of the interface
motion as boundary conditions

∇ · (k∇ (∆d)) = 0 in Ω, (19)

∆d = δx|S , (20)

∆d = δx|Γ , (21)

where k is a constant diffusion coefficient and ∆d are the nodal mesh dis-
placements [18,22]. The movement of the outer boundaries, denoted by δx|Γi

is, unlike δx|Si , not known after solving the system of equations. It is solved
by a first-order integration of the velocity over the time: δẋ|Γi = δu|Γi .

The mesh coordinates in the new iteration are obtained using the nodal
mesh displacements, as follows

di+1 = di +∆d. (22)

Every time step during the simulation the aspect ratio and the area is
computed for all elements. The domain is remeshed if the change in area
or the change in aspect ratio of one element is larger than a threshold [22].
Furthermore, mesh refinement is used to accurately describe the fluid dy-
namics between two bubble interfaces. A first-order time integration scheme
is used when the mesh is either refined or remeshed. A line element on the
bubble interface is refined if

Lside >
Ldist

Rcrit
, (23)

where Rcrit is the refinement criteria, Ldist the distance between the node in
the center of the element to the closest node on a different curve and Lside

is the length of the element, see Fig. 2. If refinement of the line element
is needed, the quadratic line element is split, creating one additional line
element on the curve. For meshing the domain, we use Gmsh [23] which will
automatically create smaller triangular elements connected to the additional
node, resulting in more elements between the bubble interfaces.

2.1.7 Extension of bubble growth model in 3D The extension of the model
to three dimensions is relatively straightforward. The corresponding schematic
representation can be seen in Fig. 3. The addition of the constraints in the
third direction is required

u|Γ5
= u|Γ6

+Wez, (24)

where the additional unknown velocity component W is such, that the force
free constraint in the z-direction∫

Γ5,6

tzdΓ = 0, (25)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: a) The mesh before mesh refinement. One line element on curve S1 is
marked for refinement (∗). b) The mesh after mesh refinement, the marked
line element is split in two, creating an additional line element on the bubble
interface.

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of a cubic domain RVE Ω, including the
box boundaries, Γi, the points, Pi, with i = 1, ..., 6 the bubble boundaries,
Si, with i = 1, 2, ..., nb and length L.
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is fulfilled. However, the refinement of the mesh is more cumbersome than
in the two-dimensional case, since now the mesh consist of quadratic trian-
gles. Triangles require two different types of refinement, namely regular and
irregular [24] and a short description of the implementation can be found
in the Appendix A. Furthermore, mesh refinement in three dimensions in-
creases the size of the resulting system of equations considerably. For that
reason, the GMRES iterative solver from the Sparskit library [25], with a
modified preconditioner similar to [26] is employed.

2.2 Solid mechanics

To determine solid mechanical properties we perform uniaxial compression
and shear simulations directly on the microstructures obtained from the
foaming simulations. The matrix material is described by a linear elastic
isotropic material model. Furthermore, the material is assumed to be under
plane stress, i.e. the stress in the third direction is negligible, and material
parameters Young’s modulus Es = 45 MPa and Poisson ratio ν = 0.5.
Quadratic elements are used to determine the material properties more
accurately. The simulations are performed in MARC/MENTAT [27].

2.2.1 Boundary conditions A compression test is simulated to determine
the Young’s modulus E. A displacement of ∆z = 0.01L is applied in P4 in
y direction. The reaction force, F , in this point is measured, which is used
to calculated the stress

σ =
F

A
, (26)

where A is the area of the computation domain. The Young’s modulus can
be expressed as:

E =
σ

ε
. (27)

where is ε is the applied strain. In Fig. 4a, the boundary conditions for the
compression test are shown. The black arrows indicate the displacement is
fixed. A shear test is performed to obtain the shear modulus, G. A dis-
placement of ∆z = 0.01L in x direction is applied in P4. On the bubble
boundaries stress free boundary conditions are imposed. The reaction force
in this point is measured, which is transformed to the shear modulus as
follows

G =
τ

γ
, (28)

where τ = F/A is the shear stress and γ the shear strain. In Fig. 4b, the
applied boundary conditions for the shear test are shown. Again the black
arrows indicate the displacement is fixed.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Schematic representation of the applied boundary conditions for a)
the compression test simulations and b) the shear test simulations. Black
arrows indicate fixed displacement boundary condition, the red arrow indi-
cates constant strain rate or constant shear rate boundary condition.

Periodic boundary conditions are used in the solid simulations because
these determine the mechanical behaviour in foam structures more accu-
rately [28]. The displacement of nodes on a curve are tied with the displace-
ment of their corresponding nodes on opposite curves and to two corner
nodes using SERVO-links, which can be summarized as [29],

d|Γ4
= d|Γ2

− d|P2
+ d|P1

, (29)

d|Γ3
= d|Γ1

− d|P1
+ d|P4

. (30)

Furthermore, the traction on opposite boundaries should be equal with op-
posite signs

t|Γ2
= −t|Γ4

, (31)

t|Γ1
= −t|Γ3

. (32)

Since the air entrapped in the cells is a gas, the contribution of the pressure
build-up to the stiffness can be neglected [5].

2.2.2 Extension of solid mechanics model in 3D The equivalent schematic
representation in three dimensions can be seen in Fig. 5. An uniaxial com-
pression test is performed to determine the Young’s modulus, where a dis-
placement ∆z = 0.01L is applied in negative y direction in P5. In the shear
test, a displacement ∆z = 0.01L in x direction is applied in P5, to measure
the shear modulus. In addition, the periodicity constraint is defined in all
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5: Schematic representation of the applied boundary conditions for a)
the compression simulation and b) the shear test simulations. The black
arrows indicate fixed displacement boundary condition, the red arrow indi-
cates constant strain or shear rate boundary condition.

three directions

d|Γ4
= d|Γ2

− d|P2
+ d|P1

. (33)

d|Γ3
= d|Γ1

− d|P1
+ d|P5

. (34)

d|Γ5
= d|Γ6

− d|P1
+ d|P4

, (35)

and the traction on opposite boundaries in z-direction should be equal with
opposite sign as well,

t|Γ5
= −t|Γ6

. (36)

3 Results

In the following section results for the bubble growth and the solid me-
chanical simulations will be presented both in two and three dimensions.
The bubble growth simulations are first used to obtain the microstructures.
These microstructures are then used directly in the solid mechanical simu-
lations to obtain material parameters such as the Young’s modulus and the
shear modulus of the solidified foam.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6: Fluid simulation of a random distribution of bubbles with radius R,
R/2 and R/8, at different times. a) Shows the initial microstructure with
volume fraction f = 0.2, b) shows the microstructure at t = 3.53 with
f = 0.69, and c) shows the final microstructure at t = 5.3 with f = 0.930.

3.1 Bubble growth in 2D

In Fig. 6, the evolution of the microstructure is shown at different times,
where three different bubble sizes with radius R, R/2 and R/8, are used in
order to represent a more realistic structure. In the initial structure, bubbles
are randomly distributed in the RVE. A convection-diffusion problem is
solved for nodes on Γ to create an initial smooth curved boundary that
does not intersect with the bubbles [30]. Fig. 7, shows three microstructures
which are generated using an αb = 1.01, 1.1, 2.0 for Fig. 7a-c respectively.
If αb is small, the fluid in the thin layer has enough time to flow. Therefore
the growth of the bubbles is not disturbed by the fluid and the shape of the
bubbles remains circular. On the contrary, using a large αb, the fluid does
not have time to flow and this will effect the shape of the bubbles, as shown
in Fig. 7c. In the simulations a growth parameter of αb = 1.1 is used.

3.1.1 Convergence tests In order to determine the accuracy of the simula-
tion, it is important to perform convergence tests. First a spatial convergence
test is conducted. Fluid simulations with the same initial microstructure are
foamed until volume fraction f = 0.75, with a time step of ∆t = 5× 10−3.
Finer meshes with more elements are obtained by increasing the refinement
criteria. Refinement criteria as defined in Eq. (23) of Rcrit = 0, 1, 2, 3, 6 are
considered and the corresponding number of nodes of the final structure can
be found in Table 1. Here, the case of Rcrit = 0 means no refinement. The
relative error er of the size is determined at the end of the simulation and
is given by

er =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ls − l∗sl∗s

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣, (37)
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7: Microstructures generated with growth parameter a) αb = 1.01, b)
αb = 1.1 and c) αb = 2.0 at volume fraction of f = 0.75.

Table 1: Number of nodes Nnodes for meshes with different refinement cri-
teria of Rcrit, where Rcrit = 0 means no refinement.

Rcrit 0 1 2 3 6

Nnodes 3422 6162 17929 37442 132715

where ls is defined as the distance between points P2 and P1 for different
meshes and l∗s is the reference solution of a mesh with refinement criteria
of Rcrit = 6. In Fig. 8 the spatial convergence plot is shown, where a slope
of three is visible, which is expected from the second-order elements in the
microstructures.

Temporal convergence is studied on the same foaming simulations using
refinement criteria of Rcrit = 2. The time step is varied between ∆t =
1 × 10−1 and ∆t = 5 × 10−4. Fig. 9 shows the er as a function of the
time step. The reference solution, l∗s , is computed with a time step of ∆t =
5 × 10−4. The slope in the graph is between one and two, which is better
than expected, since the position of the nodes on the boundary box are
updated using a first-order time integration.

We continue with determining the minimum number of elements that are
required in the thin layer between growing bubbles to accurately describe
the fluid flow dynamics. Fig. 10 shows a contour plot of the magnitude of
the viscous stress tensor in the thin layer with refinement criteria 1, 2, and
3 showing at least 2, 4, or 6 elements between bubble interfaces respec-
tively. The magnitude of the viscous stress tensor is defined as 2µ

√
D : D.

A refinement criteria of Rcrit = 2 is sufficient to describe the details of the
flow dynamics between growing bubbles. In order to obtain accurate mi-
crostructures for the solid part of this article, the relative error in the fluid
simulations is chosen to be below 0.05%. Therefore in the fluid simulations,
a refinement criteria of Rcrit = 2 and a time step of ∆t = 5× 10−3 is used.
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Fig. 8: Spatial convergence tests of ls.
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Fig. 9: Temporal convergence tests of ls.
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(a) (b) (c)

0

0.7

1.4
2µ
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D : D

Fig. 10: Magnitude of the viscous stress tensor for different refinement cri-
teria. In a) Rcrit = 1 giving 2 elements, b) Rcrit = 2 giving 4 elements, c)
Rcrit = 3 giving 6 elements in the cross section between bubble interfaces.

3.1.2 Foaming microstructures in 2D In Fig. 6a, the initial microstructure
with bubbles randomly distributed over the periodic domain is depicted. The
minimum distance between initially placed bubbles is equal to the maximum
bubble radius of the given size distribution. During the foaming process the
domain remains periodic. Fig. 6c shows the obtained microstructure after
the simulation has reached a volume fraction of f = 0.930. In Fig. 11, the
volume fraction of bubbles in the bulk f as a function of time is shown.
When bubbles are perfect circles, the volume fraction increases linearly, as
expected from the applied boundary conditions. The Laplace pressure from
surface tension is estimated for a circular bubble, which will introduce an
error when the bubbles are not spherical, resulting in a decrease in the slope.

Fig. 6c also shows that the fluid layers between bubbles can become
extremely thin. In Fig. 12, elements are shown in the microstructure. A
fluid plateau and a thin wall are magnified, to show that the elements are
not distorted. To give an idea about the length scales, element lengths are
shown in the magnified figures. The ratio of coarse element length to fine
element length in the same microstructure is 94, while the ratio of coarsest
initial element length to finest element length is equal to 270.

3.2 Bubble growth in 3D

The foaming microstructure at different times is depicted in Fig. 13. In the
initial structure, bubbles are randomly distributed in the RVE. The nodes
on the surface mesh are moved outside of the bubbles in an iterative process,
to prevent intersection with the bubbles, which creates the initial random
box similar to [18].

3.2.1 Convergence tests Convergence tests are performed to determine the
accuracy of the simulation. First a spatial convergence test is conducted.
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Fig. 11: Bubble volume fraction f as a function of time for a microstructure
with 45 bubbles.

Fig. 12: In the left, a fluid plateau is magnified, showing coarse elements
with length 7.3×10−3. On the right, a thin fluid layer is magnified, showing
fine elements with length 7.8× 10−4.

Microstructures with one bubble in the computational domain are sim-
ulated until a volume fraction f = 0.55 is reached, with a time step of
∆t = 5× 10−3. Finer meshes are obtained by increasing the refinement cri-
teria. Refinement criteria of Rcrit = 0.7, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 are considered with
corresponding number of nodes in the final structure as shown in Table 2.
The relative error er of the size is defined in Eq. (37). The reference solution
is computed on a mesh with refinement criteria Rcrit = 3. In Fig. 14, the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 13: Fluid simulation at different times. a) Shows the initial microstruc-
ture with volume fraction f = 0.08, b) shows the microstructure at t = 3.53
with f = 0.20, and c) shows the final microstructure at t = 5.3 with
f = 0.42.

Table 2: Number of nodes Nnodes for meshes with different refinement cri-
teria of Rcrit.

Rcrit 0.7 1.5 2 2.5 3

Nnodes 16625 63937 125648 219802 334578

space convergence plot is shown. A third-order convergence can be seen, as
expected from the quadratic elements.

Temporal convergence is studied on the same foaming simulation using
a refinement criteria Rcrit = 1.5. The time step is varied between ∆t =
5 × 10−2 and ∆t = 1 × 10−3. Fig. 15 shows the relative error of the size
as a function of the time step. The reference solution, l∗s , is computed with
a time step of ∆t = 5 × 10−4. The size convergence with a slope slightly
higher as one, which is better than expected because the position of the
nodes on the boundary box are updated using a first-order time integration
scheme.

To obtain accurate microstructures which will be used as input for the
solid mechanics simulations, the relative error er is chosen to be below
0.05%. Therefore it is sufficient to use a refinement criteria Rcrit = 1.5
and a time step of ∆t = 5× 10−3.

3.2.2 Foaming microstructures in 3D Fig. 13a shows the initial periodic
microstructure. The minimum distance between initially placed bubbles is
equal to the maximum bubble radius. During the fluid simulation, the do-
main always remains periodic. Fig. 13c shows the microstructure after the
simulation has reached a volume fraction f = 0.42. In Fig. 16, the mesh of
the outer boundary box is shown at different times. Regular and irregular
refined elements are clearly visible.

In Fig. 17 a cross section of the microstructure is shown. The thin layer
of fluid is magnified to show the elements are not distorted. To give an idea
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 16: Mesh refinement during the fluid simulation of the outer bound-
ary box at different times. a) shows the initial microstructure with volume
fraction f = 0.08, and c) shows the final microstructure with f = 0.42.

Fig. 17: Cross section of the microstructure. On the left a thin fluid layer
is magnified, showing fine elements with an element length of 6.0 × 10−3.
Coarse elements with element length 7.1× 10−1 are shown on the right.

about the considered length scales, the element length of two elements are
shown. The ratio of coarsest element length to finest element length is 120.

3.3 Solid foam mechanics in 2D

The microstructures generated using the bubble growth simulations are as-
sumed to have been completely solidified. The geometries are saved and
can be used directly in solid mechanics simulations to obtain the material
properties of these microstructures.

3.3.1 Convergence tests The spatial convergence of uniaxial compression
and shear simulations is studied on a microstructure with ten bubbles and
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Table 3: Number of nodes Nnodes for meshes with different refinement cri-
teria of Rcrit.

Rcrit 1 2 3 4 6

Nnodes 9136 14774 26396 43641 91993
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Fig. 18: Spatial convergence tests of the Young’s modulus and the shear
modulus.

a volume fraction of 45%. Finer meshes are generated by changing the re-
finement criteria in the fluid simulations. Refinement criteria of Rcrit =
1, 2, 3, 4, 6 are considered with corresponding number of nodes as seen in
Table 3. Uniaxial compression and shear simulations are performed by ap-
plying a displacement of ∆z = 0.1. The relative error of the Young’s modu-
lus and the shear modulus are evaluated in a similar manner as in Eq. (37).
In Fig. 18, the space convergence plot is shown. As expected from the use
of quadratic elements, the shear modulus and the Young’s modulus have
third-order convergence. To remain below an error of 0.5, the microstruc-
tures considered in the 2D solid simulations are generated with a refinement
criteria Rcrit = 2.

3.3.2 Minimum number of bubbles in a RVE In order to call a microstruc-
ture a RVE, the mechanical properties should not be a function of the bubble
distribution. This condition holds for isotropic materials. By increasing the
number of bubbles, the standard deviation of the mechanical properties de-
creases. For a given number of bubbles, ten microstructures are generated
with a volume fraction f = 0.90 in order to obtain the material parameters
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Fig. 19: The normalized Young’s modulus for different microstructures as a
function of the number of bubbles.

by averaging. To make the structures more realistic, initially, three different
bubble sizes are considered: bubbles with radius R, R/2 and R/8. Every
size consists of the same number of bubbles. Bubbles are placed, such that
the distance between the center of two bubbles is at least 3R.

In Fig. 19-20, the Young’s modulus and the shear modulus with their
standard deviation are shown as a function of the number of bubbles re-
spectively. The y-axis is normalized with the Young’s modulus of the solid
material. Fig. 19 shows that 30, 45 and 60 bubbles are not enough to de-
termine the Young’s modulus since the standard deviation remains large.
The Young’s modulus for microstructures with 75 bubbles in the bulk is
however sufficiently accurate. Similarly, for the shear tests simulations, it
can be seen, in Fig. 20, that 75 bubbles in the microstructures are required
to determine the shear modulus sufficiently accurate.

3.4 Solid foam mechanics in 3D

Similar to the 2D case, after running simulations using the 3D bubble growth
model, to obtain the desired microstructures, we assume that our foam
solidifies and the geometries are used directly in solid mechanics simulations.

3.4.1 Convergence tests The space convergence of uniaxial compression
and shear simulations is studied on microstructures with 15 bubbles hav-
ing a volume fraction f = 0.13. Finer meshes are obtained by changing
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Fig. 20: The normalized shear modulus for different microstructures as a
function of the number of bubbles.

Table 4: Number of nodes Nnodes for meshes with different refinement cri-
teria of Rcrit.

Rcrit 2 3 4 4.5 5

Nnodes 59909 92311 160677 232308 386913

the refinement criteria, Rcrit, in the fluid simulations. Microstructures are
generate with Rcrit and the corresponding number of nodes in the domain
can be found in Table 4. Uniaxial compression and shear simulations per-
formed by applying a displacement of ∆z = 0.01L. The reference solutions
are computed on a mesh with Rcrit = 5. Fig. 21 shows the resulting space
convergence plot. As expected, a slope of three is visible since quadratic
elements are used. To remain below a relative error of 1%, it is sufficient to
use a refinement criteria of 2.

3.4.2 Finite domain-size effect Due to the small number of bubbles used
in the 3D simulations it is expected to see some localization effects. To study
this effect multiple microstructures would need to be generated using the
3D bubble growth model, which can be very time consuming. To be able to
check the effect of a chosen microstructure on the obtained mechanical prop-
erties, one can take advantage of the anisotropy of the given geometry. Thus,
by using the same microstructure shown in Fig. 13, but rotated by 90 degree
around the x- and z-axis we are able to create two new microstructures. The
average material properties are determined: E/Es × 1000 = 476.6 ± 11.45,
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Fig. 21: Spatial convergence tests of the Young’s modulus and the shear
modulus in 3D.

and G/Es× 1000 = 136.3± 8.00. The observed standard deviations are mi-
nor, for the small number of bubbles used, but this is expected due to the
low volume fractions reached. Nevertheless, in order to properly study the
required minimum number of bubbles more simulations with an increased
number of bubbles would be needed.

4 Conclusion

We have presented direct numerical simulations both in 2D and 3D of foam-
ing microstructures using representative volume elements. Such simulations
allow us to predict the final geometry of foaming systems under the influ-
ence of processing conditions, i.e., flow. Initially bubbles were randomly dis-
tributed in an incompressible Newtonian fluid, where inertia forces are ne-
glected. To ensure growth of the bubbles, a hydrostatic pressure was applied
on the bubble interface larger than the estimated Laplace pressure resulting
from surface tension. Mesh refinement in thin fluid layers is implemented to
accurately describe the hydrodynamics between bubble interfaces. The mass
balance, momentum balance and interface tracking equations are solved cou-
pled to make the time step independent of the characteristic mesh size time
limit. Spatial and temporal convergence tests were performed to determine
the accuracy of the simulations. Microstructures were generated having a
volume fraction of bubbles in the bulk of over 90%, in 2D and 45% in 3D.
These microstructures were then used directly in solid mechanics simula-
tions were uniaxial compression and shear simulations were performed to
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obtain the Young’s and shear moduli. Spatial convergence tests on these
mechanical properties were performed to determine the accuracy of the
simulations. The minimum required number of bubbles in a 2D microstruc-
ture was investigated, in order to obtain results that are independent of
the initial distribution and size of the computational domain. For the 3D
simulations, obtaining multiple microstructures can be extremely time con-
suming. Thus, we took advantage of the anisotropy of the system by rotating
the microstructures around the x- and z-axis and compared the results to
study the finite domain-size effect due to the small number of bubbles used.
Nevertheless, to properly study localization effects in 3D, more bubbles with
an increased volume fraction will be needed. This can become feasible, by
parallelizing the code in order to substantially reduce the computational
time.
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A Refining in 3D

Mesh refinement is needed to accurately describe the fluid dynamics in the
thin layer between bubbles. However, the refinement of the mesh in three
dimensions is more cumbersome than in the two-dimensional case, since
now the mesh consist of quadratic triangles. Triangles require two different
types of refinement, regular and irregular refinement [24]. Regular refine-
ment splits one triangular surface element into four new ones and irregu-
lar refinement splits one triangular surface element into two new ones, see
Fig. 22a. Elements generated during irregular refinement are called green
elements. An element before refinement is called the parent element. Dur-
ing refinement, new smaller elements are created, which are called siblings.
Regular refined elements will therefore have four siblings, while irregular
refined elements will have only two. Every element has its own refinement
level and by regular refinement the level is increased by one.

While refining a single element, unwanted hanging nodes would be gen-
erated on its sides, if the neighboring elements were not refined as well,
see Fig. 22b. When an element is marked for regular refinement (M), its
neighboring elements are marked to be irregularly refined (G) in order to
get rid of hanging nodes, see Fig. 23a. When a green element is marked
for refinement (Fig. 23b), the irregular refinement is first removed and the
parent element is regularly refined, as in Fig. 23c. The elements in the mesh
are refined level by level, starting with elements with the lowest refinement
level, to get rid of hanging node that are generated when two neighbor-
ing elements are refined and are of different refinement level, see Fig. 23d.
In Fig. 23 some basic cases of mesh refinement previously mentioned, are
shown. In every next figure, the marked elements in the previous figure are
refined.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 22: a) Regular refinement (top) and irregular refinement (bottom) of
an element. The blue circles are the location of the nodes. b) Regular re-
finement of marked element (M). The neighboring elements are not refined
and hanging nodes are created (red nodes). To avoid hanging nodes, the
neighboring elements are irregularly refined.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 23: a) Three elements are marked for regular refinement(M), as a result
5 neighboring elements are marked for irregular refinement(G), to withhold
the creation of hanging nodes. b) Green elements marked for refinement.
c) Regular refinement of green elements. d) On the left, two neighboring
elements of different refinement level are marked, which results in an element
that is marked for both regular refinement and for irregular refinement. This
cannot be done, however to solve this, refinement is done level by level. The
marked elements on the right show that no double green elements can be
created. e) The final obtained structure.


